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Why consider me?
I bring a unique blend of skills and experience to the existing Safety Institute of Australia Board
gained over a decade of consulting in the private sector and now working in a regulatory
compliance capacity within Government. My work within the safety profession has taken me
across Australia and into Asia Pacific but now sees me as the Head of SafeWork SA. I focus on
the big issues and am not afraid to challenge the status quo with a view to move the safety
profession forward to ensure it is effective, contemporary and relevant.
Add qualifications in law, compliance and safety, I provide a well-rounded skill set that
understands corporate government, operating in strategic and international arenas and
rebuilding capacity and capability of a Government safety Regulator.
I have Board experience through membership of the Safework Australia Board, Heads of
Workplace Authorities and University of South Australia Asia Pacific Centre for WHS Research.
So what have I done?
Over 20 years as a senior Detective in the United Kingdom Police Service before qualifying in law
and moving to Australia. During the last 13 years I have worked in work, health & safety
compliance, predominantly in the resources sector. This includes projects in Australia, Papua
New Guinea, Brunei, Malaysia, Indonesia, Fiji and the Philippines. The scope of these projects
were broad but generally focused on safety systems work, change management and behavioural
change programs. It was a fantastic period of my life which allowed me to work in my chosen
field in some exotic (and not so exotic) places.
I am currently the Head of SafeWork SA, the WHS Regulator for South Australia. As the Executive
Director and Regulator for SA I have embarked on an Agency wide reform program to modernize
the business, enhance delivery standards and ensure the Inspectorate are mobile, skilled and
using contemporary tools. This is a huge change management program but one I believe is
necessary so that the Regulator keeps in step with industry and is adding value to businesses
through the provision of high quality advice and ensuring breaches are effectively investigated
with balanced and well considered sanctions.
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In summary
I believe I can positively contribute to the national SIA agenda by focusing on the big issues that
the SIA must engage with to remain the leading professional safety body. I do this from
significant senior leadership roles in the private sector and also from the being the first
Regulator to present for a SIA Board position.
At no other time has a Regulator being able to consider, represent and influence both national
regulatory compliance agenda and industry professional best practice agenda. I believe my
experience as a senior leader, senior executive and consultant, in law, governance and
compliance will add a fresh perspective to the path the SIA is laying. These are pioneering times
which requiring pioneering leadership and I believe I possess the skills and experience to add
value to the progress.
Regards
Martyn

https://www.linkedin.com/in/martyn-campbell-chohsp-ccp-70663521/
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